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1. Survey Methodology 

 

Survey 

Time  
Telephone Survey： June 01, 2009 to June 17, 2009 

Internet Survey：April. 14, 2009 to June 18, 2009 

Sample 

Number  
1,075 valid samples (Telephone Interviewing Survey) 

3,092 valid samples (Internet Interviewing Survey) 

Target  Residents in Taiwan age 12 and above  

Population 
20,048,310 residents in 23 cities/counties in Taiwan.  
*Demographic information based on 2009 Monthly Demographic 

Statistics Report, Ministry of Interior  

Survey 

Method 
Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing Survey 
Computer Assisted Online Survey 

Sampling 

Method  

A stratified simple random sampling was used by separating the 

population elements into strata composed of the 23 

cities/counties in Taiwan.  The sample size of each stratum was 

determined by using the proportional allocation method.   
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2. Wireless Usage 

(1)Used wireless internet(including mobile internet) in the recent half year 

It appears that the percentage of internet interviewees is greater than the 

percentage of telephone interviewees. 

Among the interviewees in Taiwan age 12 and above, the percentage of telephone 

interviewees who have used wireless internet(including mobile internet) in the recent half 

year is 40.29 and the percentage of internet interviewees who have used wireless 

internet(including mobile internet) in the recent half year is 68.79.  

 

Among the interviewees in Taiwan age 12 and above, the percentage of telephone 

interviewees who used wireless internet (excluding mobile internet) is 35.89 and the 

percentage of internet interviewees who used wireless internet (excluding mobile internet) is 

64.42. 

 

40.29%

59.71%

35.89%

64.11%
68.79%

31.21%

64.42%

35.58%

Yes No Yes No

Used wireless internet in recent half year
Telephone interviewees Internet interviewees

 

【Note：1,075 Telephone interviewees； 3,092 Internet interviewees】 

【Note： Within dotted line is the interviewees who used wireless internet(including mobile internet)】 

【Note：Unit：%】 
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(2) Have used the wireless internet (including mobile internet) 

It appears that the percentage of internet interviewees is greater than percentage of 

telephone interviewees. 

Among the interviewees in Taiwan age 12 and above, the percentage of telephone 

interviewees who used wireless internet (including mobile internet) is 48.40 and the 

percentage of internet interviewees who used wireless internet (including mobile internet) is 

79.31.  

 

Among the interviewees in Taiwan age 12 and above, the percentage of telephone 

interviewees who used wireless internet (excluding mobile internet) in the recent half year is 

42.55 and the percentage of internet interviewees who used wireless internet (excluding 

mobile internet) in the recent half year is 72.41. 

 

48.40% 51.60%

42.55%

57.45%

77.46%

22.54%

72.41%

27.59%

Yes No Yes No

Have used the wireless internet

Telephone interviewees Internet interviewees

 

 

【Note：1,075 Telephone interviewees； 3,092 Internet interviewees】 

【Note：Within dotted line is the interviewees who used wireless internet(including mobile internet)】 

【Note：Unit：%】 
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3. Behavior of Wireless Internet (including mobile internet) Usage 

(1) The equipment of linking wireless internet(including mobile internet) 

Both groups of telephone interviewees and internet interviewees mostly use the 

notebook or handheld computer (PDA) linking wireless internet(including mobile 

internet). 

Among the interviewees age 12 and above who are “telephone interviewees who use 

wireless internet(including mobile internet)” and “internet interviewees who use wireless 

internet(including mobile internet)” in Taiwan, both two groups mostly use the notebook or 

handheld computers (PDA) linking wireless internet(including mobile internet). The 

percentage of telephone interviewees linking the wireless internet (including mobile internet) 

equipment by notebook (37.88%) is greater than internet interviewees (27.47%). And the 

percentage of internet interviewees who use notebook, handheld computer (PDA), personal 

computer and Cell phone is 23.84. 

37.88%

16.49%
15.21%

13.40%

8.25%
6.19%

2.58%

27.47%

11.44%

23.13%

6.51%

23.84%

6.89%

0.72%

The equipment of linking wireless internet

Telephone interviewees Internet interviewees

 

【Note：388 Telephone interviewees；2,395 Internet interviewees】 

【Note：Unit：%】 
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(2) The behavior of wireless internet(including mobile internet) users and wireless 

internet (excluding mobile internet) users 

(a)The time of using wireless internet 

It appears that the percentage of wireless internet(including mobile internet)users 

of internet interviewees is greater than that of telephone interviewees 

Among the interviewees age 12 and above who are “telephone interviewees who use 

wireless internet(including mobile internet)” and “internet interviewees who use wireless 

internet(including mobile internet)” in Taiwan, the percentage of using wireless 

internet(including mobile internet) “less than half year”、 ”half year-1 year” of telephone 

interviewees is greater than that of internet interviewees. The percentage of using wireless 

internet (including mobile internet) ”above two years” of internet interviewees is greater than 

that of telephone interviewees. 

Among the interviewees age 12 and above who are “telephone interviewees who use 

wireless internet (excluding mobile internet)” and “internet interviewees who use wireless 

internet (excluding mobile internet)” in Taiwan, the percentage of using wireless internet 

(excluding mobile internet) “less than half year”、 ”half year-1 year” for telephone 

interviewees is greater than that of internet interviewees. The percentage of using wireless 

internet (including mobile internet) “above two years” of internet interviewees is greater than 

that of telephone interviewees. 

 

【Note：388 Telephone interviewees； 2,395 Internet interviewees】 

【Note： Within dotted line is the interviewees who used wireless internet(including mobile internet)】 

【Note：Unit：%】 
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(b)The functions of wireless internet 

The functions both groups most frequently used are “Information searching”, and 

“Information browsing” and “Email” 

Among the interviewees age 12 and above who are “telephone interviewees who use 

wireless internet” and “internet interviewees who use wireless internet” in Taiwan, the most 

frequently used functions are “Information searching”, “Information browsing” and “Email”. 

Among the interviewees age 12 and above who are “telephone interviewees who use 

wireless internet (excluding mobile internet)” and “internet interviewees who use wireless 

internet (excluding mobile internet)” in Taiwan, the most frequently used functions are 

“Information searching”, “Information browsing” and “Email”. 

 

【Note：388 Telephone interviewees；2,395 Internet interviewees】 

【Note： Within dotted line is the interviewees who used wireless internet(including mobile internet)】 

【Note：this chart shows only the top 10 items which present higher percentage point】 

【Unit：Percentage of Responses】 
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(c)The expense of wireless internet 

Among the interviewees age 12 and above, the percentage using wireless internet 

(excluding mobile internet) in Taiwan for free~500NT monthly for telephone interviewees is 

30.96 and for internet interviewees is 44.21. 

Among the interviewees age 12 and above, the percentage using wireless internet (only 

mobile internet) in Taiwan for free~500NT monthly for telephone interviewees is 35.59 and 

for internet interviewees is 44.44. The percentage using wireless internet (only mobile internet) 

in Taiwan for 751~1,000NT monthly for telephone interviewees is 16.95 and for internet 

interviewees is 25.41. The percentage using wireless internet (only mobile internet) in Taiwan 

for 1,000NT and above monthly for telephone interviewees is 11.02 and for internet 

interviewees is 6.94. 
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【Note：388 Telephone interviewees；2,395 Internet interviewees】 

【Note：Unit：%】 
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(d)Rationality of expense 

Both groups consider the expense for wireless internet is rational, but it is irrational 

for mobile internet. 

Among the interviewees age 12 and above, telephone interviewees who are wireless 

internet(excluding mobile internet) users who understand monthly expense in Taiwan, the 

percentage of using wireless internet(excluding mobile internet) rationally is more than using 

wireless internet(excluding mobile internet) irrationally, internet interviewees who are 

wireless internet(excluding mobile internet) users who understand monthly expense in Taiwan, 

the percentage of using wireless internet(excluding mobile internet) rationally is more than 

using wireless internet(excluding mobile internet) irrationally. 

Among the interviewees age 12 and above, “telephone interviewees who are mobile 

internet users who understand monthly expense” and “ internet interviewees who are mobile 

internet users who understand monthly expense ”in Taiwan, the percentage of using mobile 

internet irrationally is more than using mobile internet rationally. 

  

【Note：388 Telephone interviewees；2,395 Internet interviewees】 

【Note： Within dotted line is the interviewees who used wireless internet(excluding mobile internet)】 

【Note：Unit：%】 
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(e)The reasons of using wireless internet 

The main reason for both groups using wireless internet  is “wireless internet 

equipment being light and portable”. 

Among the interviewees age 12 and above who are “telephone interviewees who use 

wireless internet” and “internet interviewees who use wireless internet” in Taiwan, the main 

reasons both telephone interviewees and internet interviewees are “wireless internet 

equipment being light and portable”, “wireless internet can be used indoors and outdoors” and 

“Owning wireless internet equipment”. 

Among the interviewees age 12 and above who are “telephone interviewees who use 

wireless internet (excluding mobile internet)” and “internet interviewees who use wireless 

internet (excluding mobile internet)” in Taiwan, the main reasons both telephone interviewees 

and internet interviewees are “wireless internet equipment being light and portable”, “wireless 

internet can be used indoors and outdoors” and “Owning wireless internet equipment”. 

 

【Note：388 Telephone interviewees；2,395Internet interviewees】 

【Note： Within dotted line is the interviewees who used wireless internet(including mobile internet)】 

【Note：Unit：Percentage of Responses】 

31.19 
28.35 

22.68 22.42 

10.31 

2.58 1.55 
2.06 

27.06 

32.44 
30.65 

23.21 24.70 

10.42 

2.38 1.79 2.08 

25.60 

43.80 

59.50 

66.56 

26.60 

18.25 

5.59 6.30 

1.50 1.25 

43.81 

60.34 

67.44 

26.35 

17.95 

5.54 6.43 
1.12 1.52 

The reason for using wireless internet 

Telephone interviewees Internet interviewees
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(f)The problems of wireless internet 

The main problem of using wireless internet for wireless internet users is 

“Instability, Poor Connection Quality” 

Among the interviewees age 12 and above who are “telephone interviewees who use 

wireless internet” and “internet interviewees who use wireless internet” in Taiwan, the 

problems both telephone interviewees and internet interviewees are “Instability, Poor 

Connection Quality”, “Slow Upload Speed” and “Slow Download Speed”. 

Among the interviewees age 12 and above who are “telephone interviewees who use 

wireless internet (excluding mobile internet)” and “internet interviewees who use wireless 

internet (excluding mobile internet)” in Taiwan, the problems both telephone interviewees and 

internet interviewees are “Instability, Poor Connection Quality”, “Slow Download Speed” and 

“Slow Upload Speed”.  

 

【Note： 388 Telephone interviewees； 2,395 Internet interviewees】 

【Note： Within dotted line is the interviewees who used wireless internet(including mobile internet)】 

【Note：Unit：Percentage of Responses】 
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(g)The satisfaction of the wireless internet quality 

Among the interviewees age 12 and above who are “telephone interviewees who are 

wireless internet users” and “internet interviewees who are wireless internet users” in Taiwan, 

the percentage of wireless internet users who are satisfied for telephone interviewees (66.75%, 

very satisfied: 5.41%, satisfied: 61.34%) and internet interviewees (27.35%, very satisfied: 

1.38%, satisfied: 25.97%). 

Among the interviewees age 12 and above who are “telephone interviewees who are 

wireless internet (excluding mobile internet) users” and “internet interviewees who are 

wireless internet (excluding mobile internet) users” in Taiwan, the percentage of wireless 

internet (excluding mobile internet) users who are satisfied for telephone interviewees 

(69.34%, very satisfied: 5.65%, satisfied:63.69%) and internet interviewees (27.78%, very 

satisfied: 1.38%, satisfied: 26.40%). 

 

【Note：388 Telephone interviewees； 2,395 Internet interviewees】 

【Note：Unit：%】 
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(h)Importance and satisfaction of the wireless internet service for wireless internet 

users 

Both internet interviewees and telephone interviewees think the most important 

items are “Stability of transmission”, “Speed of transmission”, and Both internet 

interviewees and telephone interviewees think were satisfied with “Ubiquitous location”. 

Among the interviewees age 12 and above, telephone interviewees who use wireless 

internet” think the most important items for wireless internet are “Speed of transmission”, 

“Stability of transmission”, and “Ubiquitous location”, and internet interviewees who use 

wireless internet think the most important items for wireless internet  are “Stability of 

transmission”, “Expense of linking wireless internet” and ” Security ”. 

Among the interviewees age 12 and above, telephone interviewees who use wireless 

internet are satisfied with ” Ubiquitous location”, “Stability of transmission” and “Speed of 

transmission”, and internet interviewees who use wireless internet are satisfied with 

“Ubiquitous location”, “Price of equipment” and ” Security”. 

 

Importance table 

Wireless internet users 
Wireless internet (excluding mobile 

internet) users 

Item 

 

Order Telephone 

interviewees 

Internet 

interviewees 

Telephone 

interviewees 

Internet 

interviewees 

1 
Speed of 

transmission 

Stability of 

transmission 

Speed of 

transmission 

Stability of 

transmission 

2 
Stability of 

transmission 

Expense of linking 

wireless internet 

Stability of 

transmission 

Expense of linking 

wireless internet 

3 
Ubiquitous 

location 
Security 

Ubiquitous 

location 
Security 

 

Satisfaction table 

Wireless internet users 
Wireless internet (excluding mobile 

internet) users 

Item 

 

Order Telephone 

interviewees 

Internet 

interviewees 

Telephone 

interviewees 

Internet 

interviewees 

1 
Ubiquitous 

location 

Ubiquitous 

location 

Ubiquitous 

location 
Price of equipment 

2 
Stability of 

transmission 
Price of equipment 

Stability of 

transmission 

Ubiquitous 

location 

3 
Speed of 

transmission 
Security 

Speed of 

transmission 
Security 

【Note： 388 Telephone interviewees； 2,395 Internet interviewees】 
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(3) Behavior of Wireless Internet (excluding mobile internet) Usage 

(a)The place of using wireless internet(excluding mobile internet) 

The place both internet interviewees and telephone interviewees most often connect 

with wireless internet(excluding mobile internet) is “Home”. 

The place which both telephone interviewees and internet interviewees connect with 

wireless internet(excluding mobile internet) most usually are “Home”, ”work place” and 

“Coffee shop” . 

 

【Note：336 Telephone interviewees；2,239 Internet interviewees】 

【Note：Unit：Percentage of Responses】
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(b)Does wireless users using wireless internet (excluding mobile internet) on 

government promotional place? 

20.83% telephone interviewees use wireless internet (excluding mobile internet) on 

government promotional place. 32.29% internet interviewees use wireless internet (excluding 

mobile internet) on government promotional place. 

 

【Note：336 Telephone interviewees；2,239Internet interviewees】 

【Note：Unit：%】

20.83%

79.17%

32.29%

67.71%

Yes No

Does wireless users using wireless internet on government

promotional  place

Telephone interviewees Internet interviewees
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(4) Behavior of mobile Internet Usage 

(a)The equipment of linking wireless internet (including mobile internet) 

Telephone interviewees mostly use “3G” linking wireless internet, and internet 

interviewees mostly use “3.5G” linking wireless internet. 

Among the interviewees age 12 and above who are “telephone interviewees who use 

mobile internet” and “internet interviewees who use mobile internet” in Taiwan, both two 

groups mostly use “3G” or “3.5G” linking wireless internet. 

 

 

【Note：336 Telephone interviewees； 2,239 Internet interviewees】 

【Note：Unit：Percentage of Responses】 
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(5)  The Equipment of Linking Mobile Internet 

(a)The equipment of linking mobile internet (mobile internet users) 

Telephone interviewees mostly use “mobile” linking mobile internet, and internet 

interviewees mostly use “notebook” linking mobile internet. 

Among the interviewees age 12 and above who are “telephone interviewees who are 

mobile internet users” and “internet interviewees who are mobile internet users” in Taiwan, 

the percentage of mobile internet users who mostly use “mobile” linking mobile internet for 

telephone interviewees (57.63%) , and the percentage of mobile internet users who mostly use 

“notebook” linking mobile internet for internet interviewees (54.79%). 

 

【Note：336 Telephone interviewees； 2,239 Internet interviewees】 

【Note：Unit：%】 
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(b)The equipment of linking mobile internet (All of interviewees) 

Telephone interviewees and internet interviewees mostly want to use “notebook” 

linking mobile internet. 

Among the interviewees age 12 and above who are “telephone interviewees who use 

mobile internet” and “internet interviewees who use mobile internet” in Taiwan, both two 

groups mostly want use “notebook” linking mobile internet. 

 

 

【Note：336 Telephone interviewees； 2,239Internet interviewees】 

【Note：Unit：%】 
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4. Opinions of the �on-Wireless Internet Users 

(a) The attraction of using wireless internet 

The major attraction for non-wireless internet users of telephone 

interviewees is “Wireless Internet can be Used Indoors and Outdoors”, and 

the major attraction for non-wireless internet users of internet interviewees 

is “Owning Wireless Internet Equipment”. 

Among the interviewees in Taiwan age 12 and above, main attractions 

which telephone interviewees will consider for connecting with wireless internet 

are: “Wireless Internet can be Used Indoors and Outdoors”、“Wireless Internet 

Equipment’s Popularity in Future” and “Connect Wireless Internet everywhere”, 

and main attractions for internet interviewees are “Owning Wireless Internet 

Equipment”、“Connect Wireless Internet everywhere” and “Wireless Internet 

Equipment being Light and Portable”. 

 

 

【Note： 427 Telephone interviewees； 697 Internet interviewees】 

【Note：Unit：Percentage of Responses】 
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(b)The place of using wireless internet 

Both internet interviewees and telephone interviewees of non-wireless 

internet users consider that “Coffee Shop, Restaurants, and Fast Food 

Restaurants” are the most attractive place to use wireless internet. 

Among the interviewees in Taiwan age 12 and above, not only “internet 

interviewees” but also “telephone interviewees”, the first two attractive places to 

use wireless internet are “Coffee Shop, Restaurants, and Fast Food Shop” and 

“Home”. 

 

【Note： 427 Telephone interviewees； 697 Internet interviewees】 

【Note：Unit：Percentage of Responses】 
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(c)The most appropriate charging way 

Both internet interviewees and telephone interviewees of non-wireless 

internet users consider that the most appropriate charging way of using 

wireless internet are “Monthly Payment” and “Free”. 

Among the interviewees in Taiwan age 12 and above, main appropriate 

charging ways which telephone interviewees will consider for connecting with 

wireless internet are: “Monthly Payment”、 “Charge as Data transfer Account” 

and “Free”, and main appropriate charging ways for internet interviewees are 

“Free”、 “Monthly Payment” and  

“ Charge as Connection Duration (unit: Minute)”. 

 

【Note： 427 Telephone interviewees； 697 Internet interviewees】 

【Note：Unit：%】 
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5. The Reasons of �ot Subscribing Wireless Internet &Mobile Internet 

The factors that keep people away from subscribing wireless/mobile 

internet are analyzed in this survey. This survey asks the degree of agreement of 

the factors that interviewees do not (or less) use wireless / mobile internet by 

5-Likert scales (from 1-Strongly agree to 5-Strongly disagree). In addition, 

the factors are because of the different specifics of wireless and mobile internet 

(see the following table). 

 

Factor Wireless Mobile 

Do not need to use internet in the life ˇ ˇ 

Do not have the equipment ˇ ˇ 

Do not know the wireless internet setting ˇ  

Inconvenience of using mobile internet equipments or functions  ˇ 

Being used to use network line to connect internet ˇ  

Do not usually use internet outside  ˇ 

The quality of wireless (or mobile) internet communication is instable 

(often disconnected or busy) 
ˇ ˇ 

The connect of wireless (or mobile) internet is slow ˇ ˇ 

The high expense of wireless (or mobile) internet ˇ ˇ 

Worrying privacy problem during information transmission ˇ ˇ 

Worrying the cellphone or mobile internet equipments infected by virus  ˇ 
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We will focus on the functions or services which can promote the mobile 

internet adoption. The functions or service of mobile internet mean “the 

functions or service are connected via the equipments such as cellphone, PDA, 

or NB with HSDPA (High-Speed Downlink Packet Access) modem…etc.”. We 

also use the 5-Likert scales to find out the degree of agreement of the functions 

or service which attract interviewees to use mobile internet. Furthermore, we 

can understand which function or service advances the intention of using 

mobile internet. 

Code Item 

A1 Information searching  

A2 E-mail 

A3 Local information searching during traveling 

A4 Medical health care  

A5 Online registration 

A6 Weather broadcasting  

A7 GPS(Global Positioning System) 

A8 Online traffic service 

A9 Chatting(MSN, Yahoo! Messenger) 

A10 Websites broadcasting（News, Blog） 

A11 Stock information 

A12 Online booking system 

A13 Online shopping 

A14 Online banking (ATM service) 

A15 Online game 

A16 Game download 

A17 Music or ring-tone download 

A18 Online radio or music 

A19 Online watching or downloading 

A20 Graphic download  

A21 Constellation and fortunes 

A22 E-government 

A23 Elder and children immediate situation 

A24 Real‐time household electrical equipment  
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60.68% 60.13%
59.80% 57.66%

57.06% 56.42%

51.87% 47.36%

35.57%

21.57%

56.56%

44.95%

22.61%

40.62%

34.25%

44.47%

The factors of non or less using wireless internet
-telephone and internetinterviewees

telephone interviewees internet interviewees

(1) Factors that keep people away from subscribing wireless Internet 

(a)All of respondents  

Among all of interviewees, the percentage that agreeing “the high expense 

of wireless internet” is the factor of non or less using wireless internet is above 

56% in both telephone and internet interviewees. 

There are above 57% that telephone interviewees agree they do not or less 

use wireless internet because of “do not have the equipment”, “do not need to 

use internet in the life”, and “do not know the wireless internet setting”. But, 

there are only 21% to 36% that internet interviewees agree they do not or less 

use wireless internet because of these three factors. 

【Note： 1,075 Telephone interviewees； 3,092 Internet interviewees】 

【Note：Unit：%】 
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(b)The wireless users 

Among wireless users, there are above 50% that telephone interviewees 

agree they do not or less use wireless internet because of “being used to use 

network line to connect internet”, “do not have the equipment”, and “the quality 

of wireless internet communication is instable (often disconnected or busy)”. 

Relatively, the degree of agreement of internet interviewees is lower than 

telephone interviewees. 

 

【Note：388 Telephone interviewees； 2,395 Internet interviewees】 

【Note：Unit：%】 

 

 

52.77% 52.00% 50.15% 49.86% 49.54% 47.20%
42.98%

35.49%
34.24%

28.43%

44.09%

32.19%

43 .26%

54.45%

17.99% 18.20%

The factors of non or less using wireless internet

- telephone and internet interviewees 

telephone interviewees internet interviewees
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(c)The mobile users 

Among mobile users, the percentage that agreeing “the expense of wireless 

internet is high” is the factor of non or less using wireless internet is above 51% 

in both telephone and internet interviewees. 

There are above 43% that telephone interviewees agree they do not or less 

use wireless internet because of “being used to use network line to connect 

internet”, “do not need to use internet in the life”, and “worrying privacy 

problem during information transmission”. But, there are only 15% to 29% that 

internet interviewees agree they do not or less use wireless internet because of 

these three factors. 

【Note：118 Telephone interviewees； 909 Internet interviewees】 

【Note：Unit：%】 

 

52.40% 51.10% 48.06%
47.56%

43.92%
43.91% 43.59%

31.61%
29.48%

53.69%

27.94%
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25.85%

15.73%

42.68%

16.83%
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(2) Factors that keep people away from subscribing mobile Internet 

(a)All of respondents 

Among all of interviewees, the percentage that agreeing “the high expense 

of wireless internet” is the factor of non or less using mobile internet is above 

55% in both telephone and internet interviewees. 

There are above 61% that telephone interviewees agree they do not or less 

use mobile internet because of “do not usually use internet outside”, “the 

connect of mobile internet is slow”, and “do not need to use internet in the life”. 

But, there are only 24% to 49% that internet interviewees agree they do not or 

less use mobile internet because of these three factors. 

【Note：1,075 Telephone interviewees； 3,092 Internet interviewees】 

【Note：Unit：%】 

 

70.50%
63.95% 61.11%
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(b)The wireless users 

Among wireless users, there are above 60% that telephone interviewees 

agree they do not or less use mobile internet because of “do not usually use 

internet outside”. Relatively, the degree of agreement of internet interviewees is 

obviously lower than telephone interviewees. 

There are 43% to 50% that telephone interviewees agree they do not or 

less use mobile internet because of “worrying the cellphone or mobile internet 

equipments infected by virus” and “do not need to use internet in the life”. But, 

there are only 21% to 24% that internet interviewees agree they do not or less 

use mobile internet because of the two factors. 

 

【Note：388 Telephone interviewees； 2,395 Internet interviewees】 

【Note：Unit：%】 

 

61.65%
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(c)The mobile users 

Among mobile users, the percentage that agreeing “the high expense of 

wireless internet” is the factor of non or less using mobile internet is above 51% 

in both telephone and internet interviewees. 

There are above 40% that telephone interviewees agree they do not or less 

use mobile internet because of “do not usually use internet outside”, “worrying 

the cellphone or mobile internet equipments infected by virus”, and “do not 

need to use internet in the life”. But, there are only 18% to 24% that internet 

interviewees agree they do not or less use mobile internet because of these three 

factors. 

【Note：118 Telephone interviewees； 909 Internet interviewees】 

【Note：Unit：%】 
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19.69% 18.04%
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(3) Services Which can Promote the Mobile Internet Adoption 

(a)All of respondents 

The I group is the items which the degree of agreement are high in both 

telephone and internet interviewees. There are above 70% that both telephone 

and internet interviewees agree the service of “local information searching 

during traveling”, “elder and children immediate situation”, “online traffic 

service”, “GPS(Global Positioning System)”, “real-time household electrical 

equipment”, “online booking system”, “information searching”, and “E-mail” 

can advance the use intention of mobile internet. 

The II group is the items which the degree of agreement are high in 

telephone interviewees but usual in internet interviewees. There are above 74% 

that telephone interviewees agree the service of “online registration”, “medical 

health care”, “weather broadcasting”, “graphic download”, and “e-government” 

can advance the use intention of mobile internet. And, there are 58% to 63% 

that internet interviewees have the use intention of mobile internet because of 

these service. 

The III group is the items which the degree of agreement are usual to a bit 

high in telephone interviewees but a bit low to usual in internet interviewees. 

There are 54% to 71% that telephone interviewees agree the service of “music 

or ring-tone download”, “online radio or music”, “websites broadcasting”, 

“stock information”, “online watching or downloading”, “chatting(MSN, Yahoo! 

Messenger)”, “online shopping”, and “online banking(ATM service)” can 

advance the use intention of mobile internet. But, there are only 44% to 61% 

that internet interviewees have the use intention of mobile internet because of 

these service. 

The IV group is the items which the degree of agreement are a bit low in 

telephone interviewees but low in internet interviewees. The percentage that 

both telephone and internet interviewees agree the service of “game download”, 

“online game”, and “constellation and fortunes” can advance the use intention 

of mobile internet is not high. It is almost 48% to 49% in telephone 

interviewees and it is from 28% to 36% in internet interviewees. Relatively, the 

three kinds of service can not advance the use intention of mobile internet. 
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(b)The wireless users 

The I group is the items which the degree of agreement are high in both 

telephone and internet interviewees. There are above 70% that both telephone 

and internet interviewees agree the service of “elder and children immediate 

situation”, “local information searching during traveling”, “GPS(Global 

Positioning System)”, “real-time household electrical equipment”, “online 

traffic service”, “online booking system”, “information searching”, and 

“E-mail” can advance the use intention of mobile internet. 

The II group is the items which the degree of agreement are high in 

telephone interviewees but a bit low to usual in internet interviewees. There are 

above 74% that telephone interviewees agree the service of “online 

registration”, “weather broadcasting”, “medical health care”, “graphic 

download”, “e-government”, “online radio or music”, “websites broadcasting”, 

“music or ring-tone download”, and “stock information” can advance the use 

intention of mobile internet. And, there are 42% to 64% that internet 

interviewees have the use intention of mobile internet because of these service. 

The III group is the items which the degree of agreement are usual in 

telephone interviewees but a bit low to usual in internet interviewees. There are 

54% to 65% that telephone interviewees agree the service of “online watching 

or downloading”, “chatting(MSN, Yahoo! Messenger)”, “online shopping”, and 

“online banking(ATM service)” can advance the use intention of mobile 

internet. But, there are only 49% to 62% that internet interviewees have the use 

intention of mobile internet because of these service. 

The IV group is the items which the degree of agreement are a bit low in 

telephone interviewees but low in internet interviewees. The percentage that 

both telephone and internet interviewees agree the service of “game download”, 

“online game”, and “constellation and fortunes” can advance the use intention 

of mobile internet is not high. It is almost 48% to 49% in telephone 

interviewees and it is from 26% to 33% in internet interviewees. Relatively, the 

three kinds of service can not advance the use intention of mobile internet. 
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(c)The mobile user 

The I group is the items which the degree of agreement are high in both 

telephone and internet interviewees. There are above 70% that both telephone 

and internet interviewees agree the service of “local information searching 

during traveling”, “elder and children immediate situation”, “real-time 

household electrical equipment”, “GPS(Global Positioning System)”, 

“information searching”, “E-mail”, “online Booking System”, and “online 

traffic service”, can advance the use intention of mobile internet. 

The II group is the items which the degree of agreement are high in 

telephone interviewees but usual in internet interviewees. There are above 73% 

that telephone interviewees agree the service of “graphic download”, “online 

registration”, “weather broadcasting”, “medical health care”, “e-government”, 

“websites broadcasting”, and “chatting(MSN, Yahoo! Messenger)”, can 

advance the use intention of mobile internet. And, there are 58% to 66% that 

internet interviewees have the use intention of mobile internet because of these 

service. 

The III group is the items which the degree of agreement are usual in 

telephone interviewees but a bit low in internet interviewees. There are above 

57% that telephone interviewees agree the service of “music or ring-tone 

download”, “online radio or music”, “stock information”, “online watching or 

downloading”, “online shopping”, and “online banking(ATM service)” can 

advance the use intention of mobile internet. But, there are only 44% to 54% 

that internet interviewees have the use intention of mobile internet because of 

these service. 

The IV group is the items which the degree of agreement are usual in 

telephone interviewees but low in internet interviewees. The percentage that 

telephone interviewees agree the service of “online game”, “game download”, 

and “constellation and fortunes” can advance the use intention of mobile 

internet is only 56%, but 27% to35% in internet interviewees.  
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